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SUBJECT:

ORANGE LINE

ACTION:

RECEIVE AND FILE

RECOMMENDATION

Receive and file report on efforts to monitor and control loss of revenue on Metro's
Orange Line.
ISSUE

During the February Board cycle, Metro Staff recommended against implementing fare
gates at Orange Line stations. In response to the recommendation , Board staff
requested that Metro report back with a plan to monitor and control loss of revenue on
the Orange Line.
DISCUSSION

The Orange Line consists of 18 stations and operates 48 articulated buses on a
dedicated bus-way from North Hollywood to Warner Center and Chatsworth stations.
Average weekday boardings are an estimated 25 ,369 . Staff plans to monitor and
control loss of revenue on the Orange Line by concentrating on the following areas:
communication, data analysis , and enforcement.
Communication

Staff is working on several tactics to provide a clear and ongoing reminder to Orange
Line customers that they must have valid fare and use their TAP cards properly. Last
year, several tactics were implemented to help with this effort. A temporary decal was
created for the stand-alone validators with a clear "tap here" message. A temporary
floor graphic running across the platform boarding area was also added to create a
visual barrier reinforcing the "tap here" message. Decals on each Orange Line vehicles
curbside were implemented with a clear citation of penalties .
Staff continues to monitor the condition of decals. The decals are reviewed every six
months and those in poor condition are replaced . The last review was conducted in
March of this year, which resulted in decals being replaced at one station. In addition ,

staff broadcasts messages over the station platform public address system to educate
customers on the proper use of TAP cards. Staff also uses scrolling variable message
signs to reinforce the proper use of TAP cards .
This year, staff plans to update and post new printed materials aimed specifically at
Orange Line customers, including multiple posters inside each Orange Line bus. The
interior postings will remind customers they must have valid fare before boarding and
the penalties for failing to do so .
Social media posts will begin in April and continue until the end of the year. These
posts will encourage customers to use TAP cards properly. Media relations will also
raise awareness by posting a story about loss of revenue on Metro's blogs (The Source
and El Pasajero) .
Data Analysis

The TAP department and Service Performance Analys is will collect and analyze
Automatic Passenger Counter (APC), ridership , and TAP data monthly. Service
Performance Analysis will publish a monthly report highlighting any variances between
Stand Alone Validator (SAV) TAPs and APC boardings . The information will help the
Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department (LASD) and Metro Transit Security plan fare
enforcement activities and optimize resources along the Orange Line. The regular
analysis will assist with the strategic deployment of enforcement resources and help
Metro reduce loss of revenue .
Fare Enforcement

The LASD and Metro Transit Security employ the following approach to address loss of
revenue on Metro's bus and rail system :
1. Maintain a strong law enforcement presence and educate customers on the
proper use of TAP cards ;
2. Deploy law enforcement special units and conduct focused fare enforcement
operations to prevent and reduce misuse of fare; and
3. Manage Metro Transit Court to change fare evasion behavior.
Fare enforcement is conducted in both static and roving operations. Static fare
operations occur when enforcement personnel are assigned to rail stations to conduct
fare checks. Roving fare operations occur when enforcement personnel are assigned to
a rail line to conduct fare checks onboard trains.
Fare assessments are 100% fare check operations on deboardings for a specified
period of time. Transit Court staff administers on-going fare enforcement and
assessment method with the close cooperation of LASD .
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Staff continues to conduct fare assessments along the Orange Line. The most recent
fare assessment was conducted in March of this year. During these assessments,
Mobile-Phone Validators (MPV) were used to check fares by placing a customer's TAP
card on the phone reader. A valid TAP card will display green when a customer has
tapped before boarding. A yellow display will show misuse if a customer has paid their
fare but failed to tap. All non-valid TAP cards will display red on the MPV screen
indicating fare evasion. The findings were as follows :
Date
08/15/2014
08/19/2014
08/21/2014
08/26/2014
08/28/2014
03/05/2015

Station
Reseda
Van Nuys
North Hollywood
Sherman Way
Canoga
Sherman Way

Evasion
9%
6%
2%
15%
9%
4%

Misuse
20%
0%
4%
0%
3%
2%

The most recent fare assessment at Sherman Way station shows a decline in fare
evasion from 15% to 4% . Staff will continue efforts to educate customers to deal with
misuse of fare at Sherman Way and other Orange Line stations .
This year, Metro has established a Metro Transit Security team to supplement fare
enforcement efforts on the Orange Line. Staff will collaborate across departments to
focus fare enforcement activities and optimize resources . Data analysis and Intelligence
Led Policing will result in both random and static fare operations at optimal locations
along the Orange Line. Staff is also collaborating with the Los Angeles Police
Department (LAPD) to educate customers and combat loss of revenue. Staff trained six
LAPD officers to educate customers and inspect fares . The LAPD teamwork
complements Metro's efforts at the following stations: Canoga , Sherman Way, and
Canoga.
Fare enforcement operations on Metro's bus and rail system can be labor intensive and
quite costly. Staff intends to fund the additional fare enforcement efforts through
overtime .
All of these strategies will be adjusted on an as needed basis. Staff believes
communications, data analysis, and enforcement will play a significant role in
monitoring and controlling loss of revenue on the Orange Line.
DETERMINATION OF SAFETY IMPACT

•
•
•

Improve agency coordination and communication
Improve resource allocation
Enhance security
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NEXT STEPS
1. Staff will continue to monitor and control communications , data analysis, and
enforcement to minimize loss of revenue on the Orange Line.
2. Staff will provide regular updates on efforts to replace temporary decals with
permanent signage on the Orange Line .
Prepared by:

David Sutton, EO TAP
Duane Martin, DEO Project Management
Maya Emsden, DEO Creative Services
Glen Becerra, Interim DEO Communications
Patrick Preusser, DEO Rail Operations

Questions:

Christopher Reyes, Senior Administrative Analyst, Operations
(213) 922-4808
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Interim Chief Operations Officer
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